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Caution 

This document is intended to provide information on the 
business model of Connect STELA LIMITED and 
CONNECT token. This document is for informational 
purposes only and we recommend that you read all of it 
carefully. If you have any concerns about your decision-
making or other actions in the future, we ask you to seek 
advice from your legal, financial, and finance experts. 
Please note that this document (hereinafter referred to as 
the white paper) was prepared at the time of writing and 
is not the final version. The white paper may be reviewed 
and revised in the future, and the latest information is 
reflected as of the date of the cover. After that date, the 
information contained in this document, such as the 
project's business operation and financial status, may be 
non-periodically revised. Therefore, the completeness 
and factual accuracy of the white paper is not 

guaranteed, and the company does not promise or 
provide any obligation to notify any correction of the 
information contained in the white paper. Also, the white 
paper does not give objective value even in its current 
state. This white paper should not be understood or 
interpreted for the purpose of investment 
recommendation, and the company shall not be liable for 
any liability, compensation, litigation, claim, etc. moral 
and legal responsibility for any consequential damages). 
If there is a reference to a third party, this white paper 
may not perform additional verification of the timeliness, 
completeness or accuracy of the information mentioned 
in the reference, and does not make any guarantees as to 
the contents of the reference. Please note that the 
disclaimers of this white paper are not limited to the 
contents described.  



Introduction 
 

It is a decentralized music sharing platform that utilizes block-chain 
technology to ensure fair rewards for artists and transparent and reliable 
payment rules. Connect introduces its own digital token for payment and 
revenue management for artists, creators and fans alike. 

 

Artists can decide how to distribute revenue separately for members and each 
song, share their revenue with fans, and fans can support their favorite artists or 
purchase additional content. Creators can quickly and accurately find and use a 
sound suitable for their content. Leveraging the speed and redundancy of IPFS, 
a distributed and immutable file storage base, CONNECT can scale and deliver 
thousands of tracks per second in a highly distributed manner. This is achieved 
by encrypting the music tracks and permanently storing the encrypted music 
files in the IPFS pool.  



Background 

A. Growth of the music service market  

The music market is changing into various categories beyond TV and digital. According to the Global Music Report 2021 
issued on March 23, 2021, an annual report by the International Federation of the Phonographic industry(hereinafter 
referred to as the IFPI), that surveyed the trends of the global record industry in 2020, the global record market in 2020 
made growth by 7.4% where it reaches $21.6 billion Sales compared to the previous year. Despite the unfavorable news 
of the Covid-19 pandemic, sales of streaming services, including paid subscriptions and ad- supported, rose significantly, 
growing 19.9% year-over-year to reach $13.4 billion in sales. The increase in revenue from these streaming services was 
more than enough to offset the decline in sales from other record formats, including physical record sales and 
performance sales.  

 

 



B. Growth of Paid Subscription Services  

According to the Global Music Report 2021, the streaming market in 2020 is $13.4 billion, which is a 19.9% increase from 
the previous year, accounting for 62.1% of the total music market 
(16.2% for ad-based streaming such as YouTube + 46% for paid subscription streaming). Streaming accounted for more 
than half of the total market in 48 of the world's countries, with 12 showing positive growth compared to 2019. Of this, 
paid subscription streaming revenue grew 18.5% to $9.9 billion. It can be seen that many people are no longer reluctant 
to pay money to listen to music. In the past, you can think of a change from the era of downloading and listening to MP3 
files illegally such as Napster to the trend of paying a fair fee to enjoy content. 

 



 

C. Appearance of Mega Influencers  

With the advent of the YouTube platform, the era of one-person creators has been opened, and YouTubers are now 
positioned as an alternative media that has a great influence on people. In Korea alone, there are 4,913 influencers with 
over 100,000 subscribers and 468 YouTubers more than 1 million subscribers. Major media groups that recognized their 
influence early are creating new forms of marketing. The global influencer marketing market is worth about 10 billion 
dollars as of 2020, and there are about 3,200 active creators belonging to domestic MCN alone. Many of these 
influencers are using various domestic and foreign sound sources provided through the library when creating content.  

 

 

 



 

D. Large OTT/VOD investing in original content  

Netflix has consistently invested an astronomical budget to produce original content, and invested 799 billion won in 
Korea alone, confirming that it exerts global issues and influence through the success of ‘Kingdom, ‘Squid Game’ and 
‘Hell’. Seeing this success of Netflix, HBO, Amazon, and Disney launched their OTT services and are also focusing on 
original content production, and domestic OTT platforms Wave and Watcha also started producing original content 
beyond using existing IP. In addition, the sound source of video clips that are popular around the world is now used not 
only for the content but for various secondary creations (YouTube, TV entertainment programs, etc.), so it is becoming 
another source of revenue.  

E. Growth of Music Licensing 
Since 2014, 70% of commercial commercial music in Korea, China, and Japan uses existing music,  

not new commercial music. The synchronization market, which generates revenue using licensed  

music, is generating approximately $400 million in sales worldwide. Companies such as Epidemic  

Sound and Artlist, which are platform companies that manage licensed music, continue to invest  

in companies that anticipate the growth of this market. 



 
Problem 
Although the digital music market and licensed music market are growing, there are still difficult  
challenges to solve.  

High music copyright fees and complicated procedures > 
Even if you make a single YouTube video, you have to pay about 1.5 million won in copyright fees.  

This is because a number of copyright affiliates participate in the music distribution chain, and the  

copyright fee is individually applied and charged to the consumer. And in order to use the music,  

you must obtain the consent of the neighboring copyright holder (distributor, rights company,  

producer, artist), etc., and the period of 15 to 60 days is required because copyright fees must be  

paid separately according to the percentage of ownership. 

 

 



Deterioration of revenue for artists > 

Artists aren't getting fair compensation for their creations. In 

addition, some artists are having a hard time making a living as 

performances, which account for 70% of an artist's main 

income, plummet due to the corona virus. Online non-face-to-

face concerts and festivals are also emerging, but those 

opportunities are difficult for artists who are not affiliated with 

large agencies.  

Therefore, artists also need a new revenue model. 
 

 

Missing copyrights/neighboring rights fees > 
 
In Asia, annual royalties paid out of omission death 4.6 trillion won. Although the royalties  

collected by the Korea Music Copyright Association (KOMCA) and Korea Music Authors  

Association (KOSCAP), the four major music rights companies in Korea, are on the rise, they are  

recovering overseas royalties that do not meet this level. And although it is easy to track the use  

of music through cue sheet in North America, it is not common in Asia, so the profit distributed  

to creators is not guaranteed transparently. 



Connect Blockchain System 

As a solution to these problems, we propose the Connect platform. Connect is a blockchain-based  

platform for licensed music services. It provides accurate and transparent rewards to artists based  

on a decentralized network that is difficult to falsify and helps users to use music that fits their  

budget, taste and purpose quickly and easily. In the newly established Connect ecosystem, users  

will have a new status as data providers. The Connect platform is given the role of processing and  

distributing this data. This is possible because blockchain technology can ensure the reliability of  

data and transparency of value exchange. 

 

1) Fundamental elements 

(1) Participants  

- Creator 

A creator is a user of the Connect platform, a consumer who uses music. Creators search  

for music and create their own content, and they pay to use the music. In addition, we  

perform activities to rate or leave reviews for music sources and artists. In addition, we  

support the growth of specific music sources and artists through recommendation  

activities. Creators can become data providers of the ecosystem by engaging in these  

activities on the Connect platform. And one will be rewarded for providing such data. 

- Artist 

Artists provide sound sources to the platform. This includes individuals and  

entertainment companies. They supply music to the platform and receive license fees in  

the manner agreed upon with the platform in advance. Artists can become major data  

consumers in the Connect ecosystem because they have a need to formulate distribution  

and production strategies based on the data accumulated within the platform and to use  

them for new music planning. Artists can also issue Artist Tokens to be used on the  

Connect platform if certain requirements are met. Allow fans to purchase artist tokens for  

unreleased tracks, limited edition NFT albums. 



- Fan 

Fans do activities for artists. You can support the marketing of your favorite artists by  

voting for artists, and you can contribute to the ecosystem by acquiring artist tokens to  

purchase NFT albums, etc. 

- Advertisers 

Advertisers are the main data consumers in the Connect ecosystem. Targeting  

advertisements can be executed using data collected from various activities of creators,  

artists, and fans.  

- Content node opereator 

Content nodes maintain the availability of content and metadata in an IPFS manner.  

These nodes contribute to the activation of the Connect network and are rewarded  

according to their contribution. 

(2) Data 

- Data commonly circulated in the licensed music industry includes 'metadata', often referred to  

- as content DB. For music, it has the following metadata. 

• Artist names and multiple authors in CSV format 
• Unicode track titles 
• the genre of the track 
• track length 
• Publishing country 
• Album/Single. (If it is an album, use the same album reference number created in the Connect 
relay contract) 
• Sampling audio files 
• Publisher (optional) 

- ‘Evaluation data’ refers to data such as ratings, reviews, and ratings for a specific sound source, 
which is generated by the evaluation activities of creators. Since these activities can be interpreted 
as marketing activities that help the sound source's box office and platform growth, we plan to pay 
compensation for them within the market. 

2) Core concept 

(1) Participant reward : Connect platform participants will receive a reward that is tailored to each 
other. 

- Creator : Compensation for purchasing licensed music and providing evaluation data 

- Artist : Compensation for supplying sound source, artist token and MD sales data 

- Fan : Compensation for artist voting, artist token and MD purchase data 

(2) Node Reward 

- If you meet certain qualifications to maintain the network of Connect blockchain, you become a 
node of Connect. 



- To configure a node, you need to deposit more than basic computer specifications and a certain 
amount of virtual assets 

- These nodes can receive rewards through storage and consensus of sound source data through 
IPFS. 

(3) Staking reward 

- You can receive rewards by depositing virtual assets issued by Connect.  

- Depositing virtual assets can control the amount of tokens circulating in the market, thereby 
contributing to the ecosystem by preventing inflation and deflation of token values. 

- You can deposit Connect in various deposit pools and receive interest accordingly. 

3) Payment and settlement 

The Connect platform supports two payment and settlement methods. 

(1) Traditional payment – service subscription fee and copyright fee settlement 

- In the case of creators, in order to use various sound sources registered on the Connect platform, 
they pay a service subscription fee using PG or simple payment. These include basic monthly 
subscription fees, annual subscription fees, and premium subscription products to be added later 

- Artists will be paid copyright fees by sharing revenue with the platform as much as their music is 
used.  

(2) Virtual asset payment – data usage fee, artist token sale, data provision compensation, etc. 

- A portion of the amount that the Connect platform receives from copyright fees is rewarded with 
tokens to creators who have used the music. 

- Fans use CN Points to purchase artist tokens. In addition, this artist token can be exchanged back 
to CN Points. 

- In addition, certain rewards are given to creators and fans according to the provision of platform 
activity data. 

- In order to utilize data for new content planning, targeting advertisement, etc., you can use CN Point 
to purchase the data product. 

- In order to use marketing products such as targeting advertisements and high exposure, you need 
to lock up a certain amount of CN Point. 

4) Connect node 

The Connect node utilizes the IPFS method to maintain the availability of sound sources and  

metadata.  

These nodes, along with active network stakes, can be operated by node operators, providing an  

opportunity to earn a portion of the ongoing Connect token issuance and integration fee pool, or  

they can be operated by artists to host their own content.  

 



(1) Distributed storage protocol 

Files distributed over the Connect protocol must be highly available, independently verifiable and  

distributed. These principles are important to ensure democratic participation and accessibility for  

all users of the Connect protocol. Artists sharing their tracks and metadata, creators and fans  

browsing content, and node operators all share information in a longer format via this protocol,  

while references to files in this protocol are in the Connect content ledger. In addition, storage  

protocols must provide a user experience equivalent to traditional centralized solutions and scale  

effectively as network demands increase. To this end, we propose a distributed storage solution  

for Connect networks built on InterPlanetary File System (IPFS). IPFS supports modular object-level  

encryption, global deployment capabilities, secure content addressing, and object immutability. To  

ensure high availability of files stored via the Connect protocol, the solution provides a stakingbased 

incentive structure that allows users to host network content. As the decentralized storage  

market matures, the Connect protocol can be extended to include other storage solutions such as  

FileCoin. 

(2) Upload flow  

To distribute a track on Connect, the artist must agree to the Connect public license so that the sound 
source is made available on the wider Connect network. 

The artist's client then (1) splits the track into fixed-length segments, and (2) encrypts it locally (if  

content allowed) with a per-segment key. (3) Upload these encrypted segments, encryption keys,  

and required metadata to the content node. The content node then publishes the content and  

metadata to the solution, creating an IPLD link to the metadata that artist clients add to the  



Connect content ledger with a new transaction. It then indexes new content on the network's  

search nodes and makes it more broadly searchable and available. 

(3) Content permission 

In addition to maintaining content availability, content nodes are also responsible for access to content. 

Connect's content permission system aims to: 

- Transparent to all parties involved. 

- Cost and time efficiencies for all transactions. 

- Flexibility to account for multiple streaming models and any monetization methods that artists  

see fit 

- Where possible, segmented content allows users to pay each other directly and immediately for  

the services provided. 

Upon upload, the artist's client generates an encryption key for the content being shared. It is  

then managed by the content node. 

Thanks to the solution, anyone can now get encrypted content that is still available on the  

content node of your choice.  

5) Content ledger 

The Connect content ledger mentioned throughout the white paper uses Binance Smart Chain  

first for its fast transfer speed and low network fees. It is a combination of smart contracts from  

later POA networks and other future L1 or L2 blockchain networks that host parts of the Connect  

ecosystem. Other parts of the Connect protocol will continue to run on other blockchain-based  

platforms, or utilize off-chain scalability solutions where the scalability trilemma trade-off can be  

made per module and sub-protocol. 

Currently, Connect's content ledger includes: 

• Consistent audio content and metadata format specifications to ensure accessibility 

• Distributed processes under artist control: 

–  Content tracking 

–  Revenue splitting 

–  Content ownership structure 

• Registry of all nodes reachable by Connect 

• Social graph of all users interacting with Connect 

 



(1) Social function 

The content ledger also serves as a central source of accurate information about creator/artist interactions 
taking place within Connect. Users can perform the following actions within Connect:  

• Track streaming 
• Like tracks to add to creator’s library 
• Follow other creators and artists and get notified when new original content, reposts or comments are made. 

All social activity within Connect is displayed in the content ledger. This means users can connect  

to Connect using any client and see the same social graph. Creators can also see what other  

creators have used, just like developers building third-party clients. This opens up many  

possibilities for content recommendation systems and alternative client experiences built by  

members of the Connect developer community 

6) Token 

 
The Connect platform operates tokens by dividing them into ‘CNT’ and ‘CN Point’ to  

simultaneously guarantee the liquidity and stability of money 

(1) CNT  

CNT is a digital token required in the CNT Connect platform market and allows free remittance  

and transaction to exchanges. 

(2) CN Point 



CN Point is a special form of CNT and can be converted from CNT. Participants can convert CNT  

to CN Point and use it in the platform market.  

Rewards for creators’ activities, exchange with artist tokens, and lock-up for data purchase and  

marketing are all done with CN Points. 

(3) Conversion of CNT and CN Point 

CNT and CN Point have a conversion ratio of 1:1, and conversion from CNT to CN Point takes  

place immediately upon application, and conversion from CN Poin to CNT takes place 15 days  

after application. 

7) Use Cases 

(1) When artists register a sound source on the platform, a certain amount of CN Point is paid 

① CP (content producer) produces and registers its own sound source 

② Reorder essential items to be recorded on the blockchain through the CNT database  

③ DB details that have been rearranged are waiting for the records to be transmitted to the BSC  

network through the CNT blockchain protocol in a pending state.  

④ As soon as the next block is created, the details of the related work are recorded, and the final  

state of the record is confirmed by checking whether the block is recorded and the final state of  

the contract in Etherscan. 

⑤ After the final recording is completed, if the CNT platform measures the contribution of CP  

and immediately provides a reward with CN Point, one copyright protection cycle is finally  

completed. 



(2) A portion of the revenue generated by the artist's use of the sound source by the platform is paid as a 
reward (CN Point) at a certain rate to the creator who used the sound source. 

※ Reward rate will be revealed later 

① Artists produce and register their own sound sources 

② Creators pay a regular subscription fee to the platform and create content using sound sources  

③ The platform arranges the music usage history, settles the copyright fee, and pays the artist 

④ A portion of the sound source revenue obtained by the platform is converted into CNT and  

paid to the creator who used the sound source 

(3)  Artist, Advertiser – CN Point Lockup for Marketing 

① Artists can conduct marketing to promote their music, but at this time, a certain amount of CN  

Points must be deposited on the platform.  

- Marketing products are available only when CN Point is deposited. Each marketing product cost  

must be paid with CN Point (top exposure, recommended exposure, etc.) 

② Advertisers must also deposit more than a certain amount of CN Points on the platform to  

promote their services and products to creators, artists, and fans.  

- Marketing products can be used only when CN Point is deposited. Each marketing product cost 
must be paid with CN Point (price varies according to banner location) 

(4) Funding for new artists 

① New artists can proceed with funding to receive CN Points on the platform to release their  

albums. 

② Creators and fan members can participate in funding using CN Point 

③ When an artist's album is released and the sound source is officially registered, the profits that  

are later settled on the platform are converted into CN Points and paid according to the funded  

ratio. 



(5) Artist Token 

① Artists who meet certain criteria can issue artist tokens on the Connect platform 

② Artists can set their token and CN Point exchange rate 

③ Artists can make their unpublished sound sources, limited edition albums, etc. with NFT and  

purchase them with artist tokens. 

④ Fans can purchase artist’s NFT after purchasing artist token with CN Point 

⑤ NFT albums can be resold on the NFT Marketplace to be opened later. 

6. Reference Service : Stela 
1) Service Description 

Stela is a music copyright subscription platform for creators with over 13,000 songs and SFX.  

Creators can use unlimited music and SFX suitable for their content, and provide sound  

recommendation and application services optimized for genre and budget.  

In addition, it is registered as a Copyright Manger of more than 8 social media, so you can  

manage the copyright whitelist of creators on social media on the Stela platform and help you  

avoid damage due to copyright infringement. 

2) Service type 
(1) Licensed music provision 

A monthly or annual subscription gives creators access to music through Stela whenever they  

create content.  

Alternatively, in the case of sound sources used in TV CFs, movies, dramas, etc., it can be used  

through a single license service. 

(2) Provision of music distribution service 

Small and medium-sized music distributors or independent artists/labels are relatively difficult 
to earn copyrights because they are marketing with a limited budget.  

Accordingly, the Stela platform takes the role of distributing the sound sources of these artists 
to various clients who need various digital streaming platforms and sound sources, acting as an  

intermediary for the growth of relatively low-recognized artists and for clients to use the sound 
source at a reasonable price. 

3) Service Features 

1. Asia's first music library 

This is the first subscription-type music library to try in Asia and Korea.  
Like OTT services such as Netflix and Watcha, you can easily create creative content by paying a  
monthly subscription plan and streaming/downloading music without restrictions. 



2. On-air payment 10 minutes before, live immediately 

<Company/Institution>  
By introducing a price standardization policy for artist's neighboring rights, it shortens the music  
copyright resolution period of 15 days, which is felt by general and corporate consumers on  
average, to less than 10 seconds. A license agreement in which user and content information is 
entered is automatically issued, allowing easy legal resolution.  
This solution is mainly needed for film, advertisement production companies, and broadcasting  
studios that do not have a lot of production time. 

< Creator > 
By combining Youtube Contents ID (Youtube Copyright Management System) and  
Facebook/Instagram's copyright API with the Stellar library platform, social creator users who have  
registered a monthly subscription plan can generate revenue without waiting. 

3. Exclusive music content most specialized in the APAC market. 

Based in Seoul, Korea and Seattle, USA, competitive music contents are supplied in the form of  
full purchase and pre-paid investment, and exclusive commercial music and SFX (Sound Effect) are  
delivered to creators and corporate/institutional consumers in the APAC region.  
(Estimated return based on BM: 55%)  
It is possible to quickly occupy MS in the APAC music content market where competitors,  
including Epidemic Sound, have not entered the market. 

4. Open music solution, can be combined anywhere 

By providing the Library API, you can easily use the music by linking the library to software such  
as external applications and games without any restrictions.  

(Example: Snow, B612, Spoon Radio, Twitch) 



 

7. Roadmap 



8. Token Distribution 

 

*Funds raised through token sales will be used for platform development and research, public  
relations and marketing affiliate establishment, management/operation. (However, within the  
scope of the purpose necessary for the development of the project, some ratios will be changed  
later) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Name Connect

Ticker CNT

Type Utility

Platform Binance Smart Chain (BEP-20)

Total Issurance 1,000,000,000 CNT

Team
100,000,000

Partner
50,000,000

Marketing
100,000,000

R&D
250,000,000 Ecosystem

200,000,000

Investment (Private & VC)
300,000,000

Investment (Private & VC)
Ecosystem
R&D
Marketing
Partner
Team



 
 
9. Team & Advisors 

10. Partners 

 

 
It is a large forum that informs you of accurate news,                D*BLOCK LAB is development team that utilizes blockchain         TUNA.GG is the one of best Cryptocurrency Bot  

about blockchain and virtual currency.                                         -technology better than anyone else and has excellent skills.        for telegram. As of March 2021 , 700k+ users  
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  are using it.  

https://blockchainhub.kr/                                                                 https://dbl.gg/.                                                                                          https://tuna.gg/  

You could see the Stela's contents partner/labels at following link (Reference Service) 
 

https://www.stela.kr/portfolio/listed 

https://blockchainhub.kr/
https://dbl.gg/
https://tuna.gg/
https://www.stela.kr/portfolio/listed


11. Legal Disclaimers 
1) WARNINGS ON FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS 

Certain expressions in this white paper are forward-looking statements about the future of the project, future 
prospects, etc. Forward-looking statements involve various risks and uncertainties. In addition, these statements are 
not statements based on historical facts and may be identified with words such as ‘guess’, ‘anticipate’ and ‘expect’. 
These forward-looking statements are also included in this white paper and other publicly available materials. 
Forward-looking statements contained in this white paper constitute statements including, but not limited to, future 
results, performance, achievements, etc. of CONNECT STELA LIMITED. The company makes no representations or 
warranties of any kind in this document. The company assumes no legal or moral responsibility for any decisions and 
actions made by you based on the contents of this document. 

2) Prohibition of interpretation as advice 
This document does not constitute legal, financial or financial advice in any way. You must exercise your due 
diligence and comply with local laws regarding other regulations on virtual assets, securities, etc. in your region. 

3) Prohibition of reading in restricted areas 
Access to this document by individuals in certain regions, or by certain categories of individuals in other regions, may 
be prohibited or restricted by local laws or regulatory requirements. Before reading this document, you must verify for 
yourself that your local requirements are met. The Company is not responsible for the conduct of individuals in 
accessing this document in territories where access to this document is legally prohibited or deemed unlawful. 

4) Anti-Money Laundering Act (AML) 
Users agree not to engage in money laundering, illegal currency trading and other restricted activities in any form 
through Connect tokens and other derivatives. It is important to note that you may not directly or indirectly sell or 
dispose of any other related derivatives for money laundering purposes. By reading this, you agree to these terms. 

5) Disclaimer of liability 
Services, tokens and platforms provided by the Company and its affiliates are provided “AS IS” and “AS AVAILABLE”. 
The Company makes no warranties and makes no representations, express or implied, as to the accessibility, quality, 
suitability, accuracy or completeness of the related services provided by the Company. We expressly disclaim any 
responsibility for any errors, delays or omissions in the token platform and related services provided by the company 
and its affiliates, or for any action taken thereunder. In addition, we inform you that we do not make any guarantees or 
promises for all the contents described in the white paper, and you are responsible for all related responsibilities. 

6) Potential Hazards 
By purchasing, holding and using the Tokens, you expressly recognize and assume the risks set forth in this clause. 
Any one of these risks and uncertainties could materially affect the company's financial position, operating results and 
prospects if an actual event occurs. In this case, you may lose all or part of the value of the tokens. These risk factors 
are not limited to these. 

7) Language 
This white paper may be translated into other languages. In case of any discrepancy due to translations in other 
languages, the Korean version shall prevail. 

CONNECT STELA LIMITED (“Company”) makes no warranty as to the accuracy or truthfulness of the contents of this 
document. 

In addition, although the company will make every effort to achieve the purpose described in this document, the purpose 
may be changed or the goal may not be achieved without prior notice in case of unpredictable circumstances. Connect 
token-related business issued by CONNECT STELA LIMITED has several risk factors, such as technical risks, token risks, 
unexpected bugs, and security issues in addition to the above notices. Damages or losses may occur to you due to the 
above risks or other factors beyond the control of the company, and the company is not responsible for them legally or 
morally.


